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COVID-19 and all-cause mortality in South Africa –
the hidden deaths in the first four waves
Accurate statistics are essential for policy guidance and decisions. However, the reported number of
cases and COVID-19 deaths are known to be biased due to under-ascertainment of SARS-CoV-2 and
incomplete reporting of deaths. Making use of death data from the National Population Register has made
it possible to track in near-real time the number of excess deaths experienced in South Africa. These data
reveal considerable provincial differences in the impact of COVID-19, likely associated with differences
in population age structure and density, patterns of social mixing, and differences in the prevalence of
known comorbidities such as diabetes, hypertension, and obesity. As the waves unfolded, levels of
natural immunity together with vaccination began to reduce levels of mortality. Mortality rates during the
second (Beta) wave were much higher than mortality in the third (Delta) wave, which were higher than
in either the first or the fourth (Omicron) waves. However, the cumulative death toll during the second
(Beta) wave was of a similar order of magnitude as that during the third (Delta) wave due to the longer
duration of the Delta wave. Near-real time monitoring of all-cause deaths should be refined to provide
more granular-level information to enable district-level policy support. In the meanwhile, there is an
urgent need to re-engineer the civil registration and vital statistics system to enable more timely access
to cause of death information for public health actions.
Significance:
This study highlights that in South Africa there were about three times the number of excess deaths from natural
causes during 2020 and 2021 than reported COVID-19 deaths. Although the cause of death remains unknown,
the strong temporal correlation between excess deaths and reported COVID-19 deaths within each province
indicates that the majority of excess deaths were associated with COVID-19. Many countries have found it
difficult to estimate excess deaths, or to identify and report COVID-19 deaths accurately, demonstrating the
value of near-real time monitoring of mortality through the use and demographic analysis of data obtained from
the country’s National Population Register.

Introduction
The South African Department of Health reports the number of cases and the number of COVID-19 deaths on
a daily basis (https://sacoronavirus.co.za/) as does the World Health Organization (https://covid19.who.int) for
member states, based on data submitted by member states. However, these numbers are known to be biased due
to the backlog in reporting of cause-of-death data in South Africa, acknowledged under-ascertainment of SARSCoV-2 and, in the case of deaths, a significant incompleteness of reporting.
In January 2022, Adam1 wrote that ‘official data report some five million COVID-19 deaths in two years, but global
excess deaths are estimated at double or even quadruple that figure’. While the excess deaths in a handful of
countries correspond with their number of reported COVID-19 deaths, many countries either do not track/report
the number of excess deaths or understate the number of COVID-19 deaths or both. Data on excess deaths are
consolidated in the World Mortality Dataset2 and have been used, together with other data, to estimate excess
deaths by The Economist3, while others, such as the Institute for Health Metrics Evaluation, have developed complex
projection models to estimate the total number of COVID-19 deaths4. In addition, the World Health Organization
is working on estimating the number of excess deaths in consultation with each country but has yet to release
country-level estimates.5
South Africa is in a unique position in sub-Saharan Africa in being able to make use of its National Population
Register (NPR), after correction for deaths not recorded, to establish a near-real time monitoring system of deaths
in the country.6 This ability has been invaluable for tracking excess deaths during the pandemic and weekly reports
of numbers of deaths have been made available routinely since March 2020.7
Analysis of the numbers of deaths in 2020 originally suggested that overall mortality was 13% higher than the
number predicted before the impact of the pandemic.8 However, as was identified by this analysis, there was a
need to improve the adjustment for under-reporting, and this increased this proportion for South Africa in 2020 to
19%. It was estimated that there were 70 000–76 000 excess deaths from natural causes, well above the 28 000
reported COVID-19 deaths. In light of the extremely strong spatio-temporal correlation with the timing of SARSCoV-2 infection, it was concluded that 85–95% of the excess natural deaths were related to COVID-19.9 During
2020, deaths from unnatural causes halved for both male and female individuals during the stringent lockdown
level 5 and it was estimated that just under 5000 unnatural deaths were averted. Most of this drop in deaths from
unnatural causes was due to the periodic banning of the sale of alcohol.10
In this paper, we set out to identify further characteristics of the excess natural deaths in South Africa, which
remains critically important as the cause-of-death data from death notifications that occurred during the COVID-19
pandemic are unlikely to be available for analysis within the next 2 to 3 years without an increase in resources to
process the forms.
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Methods

addition, the temporary closure of Department of Home Affairs facilities
in hospitals, and possibly some reluctance by parents to register births
during the early stages of the pandemic may also have reduced birth
registration and thereby the numbers of deaths under the age of 1 year
captured on the NPR beyond the stringent lockdown period. Based
on a comparison of the NPR numbers of child deaths with data from
the District Health Information System, it appeared that infant death
registration resumed to usual levels by the end of May 2020 and weekly
monitoring was revised to cover deaths at all ages.17 To do this we
assumed that, because the numbers of infant deaths before and after the
hiatus in birth registration were below the expected number, there were
no excess infant deaths during the hiatus.

Data source
The use of, and adjustments made to, the data from the NPR to produce
estimates of mortality in South Africa have been described elsewhere6,8,11
and are not repeated in detail here. In short, we receive a weekly extract
of deaths recorded on the NPR providing the age, sex, dates of birth
and death, whether the death was due to natural or unnatural causes,
and the office of the Department of Home Affairs (DHA) at which the
death was notified. (It is important to note, and is a limitation of the
data, that we receive no real-time cause of death information beyond the
categorisation of the cause of death as natural or unnatural). The data
are checked for duplicates and then updated in a database maintained by
the South African Medical Research Council (SAMRC).

An alternative measure of the extent of excess mortality is the p-score,
which tracks the excess relative to the number predicted using the
relevant binomial model. Age-standardised per capita rates were
calculated using indirect standardisation to the South African national
population age structure projected by the Thembisa model version 4.214
by calculating area comparability factors (the ratio of the national per
capita rate to that expected for the province if it had experienced the
national age-specific rates) for each province. In addition, rates during
the waves and calendar years were annualised (equivalent to 52/53
weeks) to allow for the fact that the waves last for differing numbers
of weeks.

Although the NPR does not record deaths of those without South
African national identity numbers, it is still reasonably complete (nearly
90% for adults, and around 42% for children under the age of 5).6 Two
adjustments are made to the NPR data for completeness of registration:
an adjustment in respect of completeness derived from the application
of indirect demographic techniques to past census data; and an
adjustment in respect of those without South African identity numbers,
based on the official vital statistics data compiled by Statistics South
Africa.12 The methods for the adjustments are described in more detail
in the Supplementary material, but suffice it to say that because the
adjustments made for under-reporting of deaths are made to both the
estimate of the true numbers of and the predicted numbers of deaths,
the extent of error on the estimates of excess deaths (the differences
between these two estimates) is limited.

Definition of waves of deaths and correlation with
reported deaths
The temporal correlations between excess deaths and reported
COVID-19 deaths were investigated using the Pearson correlation
coefficient (R) to indicate the direction of the association and the square
of the coefficient (R2) to provide an indication of the amount of variability
in the excess deaths that is explained by the variability in reported
COVID-19 deaths. The correlation analyses are based on the reported
number of COVID-19 deaths using the date of occurrence (rather than
reporting) of each death.

The data are processed by epidemiological week (‘epi-week’) beginning
on a Sunday and ending on the following Saturday. However, as the data
extract from the NPR is compiled on a Monday, there are deaths that may
have occurred in the immediately preceding epi-week that have yet to be
reported to, or processed by, the Department of Home Affairs. In order
for the data to be as up to date as possible, an adjustment (about 20%
for natural deaths and 50% for unnatural deaths for weeks without public
holidays or significant office closures) is made to the numbers of deaths
in the most recent week, as outlined in the Supplementary material. Here
we report on data processed on 7 February 2022.13

Although there are various suggestions18,19 as to how the start and
end of waves of the pandemic should be determined, these are most
usually expressed in terms of the number of cases or the percentage of
those who tested positive. Leaving aside issues about the accuracy of
measures based on testing data, these various suggestions frequently
assume that there are non-wave periods between the waves (even
though there may still be people testing positive and people dying of
COVID-19). This is not ideal for comparing waves of deaths, which
lag the number of cases and tend to drag on after peaking, because
assuming that the timing of the waves of deaths is simply that of the
cases lagged by an average time from infection to death, is likely to
misrepresent the wave of deaths as assuming all patients with COVID-19
have an average survival will overestimate the lag at the start of the wave
and underestimate it at the end of the wave.

Excess deaths
Excess deaths are determined by, first, establishing a counterfactual
estimate of the number of weekly deaths (by age, sex, province (and
metropolitan districts, separately), as well as natural and unnatural
causes) using a negative binomial regression model to project the
numbers of deaths (adjusted for incompleteness of reporting of deaths).
The model, which is described in detail elsewhere11, uses estimates of
population size from the Thembisa 4.2 model14 as an ‘offset’ term. The
log mortality rates were modelled as:

For these reasons we determined the starting epi-week of the waves
of deaths (except the first) using COVID-19 deaths in health facilities19
by date of death captured on the DATCOV platform on the assumption
that, although these certainly do not represent all COVID-19 deaths,
they reflect the timing of the waves of deaths reasonably well. Given
the high correlation between the DATCOV and excess death data series
there are few, if any, grounds to believe that those who die outside of
health facilities die at substantially different time points in a wave than
those who die within health facilities. The start-week of the first wave of
excess deaths was assumed to be the week these were first apparent in
the weekly excess death reports of the SAMRC/University of Cape Town.
After that, the start-week of each subsequent wave was assumed to be
the week after the week in which the reported hospital deaths reached a
local minimum. In order to minimise distortion due to random fluctuation,
a central moving average (over 3 weeks for the national and 5 weeks for
the provincial) was used instead of the actual weekly number of deaths.

where dij is the count of deaths and PWij is the exposure (measured in
person-weeks) for a particular age group i and combination of covariates
j.
Second, we estimate the true number of the deaths (adjusted for those
not registered and those of persons without South African identity
numbers) by ‘epi-week’ of death, and deduct from these numbers, the
counterfactual estimates by ‘epi-week’ to derive the number of excess
deaths. Natural and unnatural deaths were modelled separately in an
attempt to isolate the impact of SARS-CoV-2 on health/illness from the
impacts of lockdown on unnatural causes of death given the high (by
international standards, even in low- and middle-income countries)
injury death rates in South Africa.15,16
The impact of the complete cessation of birth registration during the
initial lockdown level 5 in 2020 on the registration of deaths under the
age of 1 year was so substantial that the weekly monitoring of the impact
of the pandemic was initially restricted to those aged 1 year and older. In
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includes individual identity numbers, it does not have names or other
identification fields and data security measures have been put in place to
minimise the risk of unauthorised access to the records.

Health (https://sacoronavirus.co.za/). While there is a correspondence
between the numbers, the excess deaths were much higher than the
reported deaths.

Results
Excess deaths
Figure 1 shows the estimated weekly numbers of (a) natural and (b)
unnatural deaths in comparison with the counterfactual (predicted
numbers in the absence of the pandemic) and upper and lower prediction
bounds.
A few observations can be made from these figures. First, the aggregate
excess mortality between 3 May 2020 and end January 2022 was high,
with a total of nearly 296 000 excess natural deaths. Second, except for
the initial lockdown at level 5 (numbered 1) the tightening of lockdowns
was either too late (4, 7 and possibly 11) or not particularly effective in
limiting the numbers of natural deaths. Finally, as has been pointed out by
Moultrie et al.10, the alcohol bans (e.g. at points 1, 7, 10 and 11 in Figure
1b) clearly reduce the number of unnatural deaths. What appears to be
an exception in the week starting at 12, is a spike in unnatural deaths
due to the riots in KwaZulu-Natal and Gauteng, which according to these
estimates might have accounted for around 550 unnatural deaths.

Figure 2:

Weekly number of excess natural deaths and reported
COVID-19 deaths in South Africa, 29 December 2019 – 5
February 2022.

Table 1 compares the number of excess deaths due to natural causes
to the number of reported COVID-19 deaths up to and including the
last week in January 2022, and includes the square of the correlation
coefficients (all of which were positive) of these numbers over time
(with the reported numbers allocated to their week of death rather than
the week of reporting) to the end of 2021 (to avoid the measure being
distorted by missing late reporting of COVID-19 deaths).
Table 1:

Reported
COVID-19
deaths
(RDs)

Ratio of
reported
to excess
deaths
(RDs/EDs)

R2 (weekly
data by date
of death)

South Africa

295 135

93 186

31%

94%

1

48 857

18 457

38%

94%

2

108 061

33 128

31%

98%

3

116 343

36 268

31%

94%

4

22 483

5333

24%

63%

Eastern Cape

50 257

16 025

32%

85%

Free State

16 662

7321

44%

81%

Gauteng

58 254

19 958

34%

94%

KwaZulu-Natal

60 942

15 371

25%

95%

Limpopo

31 758

4213

13%

92%

Mpumalanga

22 795

2209

10%

65%

8428

2478

29%

54%

North West

16 569

4420

27%

91%

Western Cape

30 559

21 212

69%

94%

Province

Weekly number of natural and unnatural deaths in South Africa,
29 December 2019 – 5 February 2022. Weekly excess natural
deaths are represented by grey bars between the estimated
weekly numbers and the predicted numbers. Vertical lines
indicate the weeks in which material changes were made to the
lockdown regulations with red lines representing a tightening of
restrictions to limit the spread of infections or the impact on
healthcare resources.

Northern Cape

Comparison of reported COVID-19 deaths and excess
deaths
Figure 2 shows the weekly number of excess natural deaths and the
number of COVID-19 deaths reported by the National Department of
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Category

Excess
natural
deaths
(EDs)

Wave

Vertical lines in order: 0, Disaster Management Act implemented; 1, lockdown level 5 introduced; 2,
lockdown changed to level 4, with curfew; 3, lockdown changed to level 3, including unbanning of
alcohol; 4, alcohol re-banned and a curfew re-introduced; 5, lockdown changed to level 2, including
unbanning of alcohol; 6, lockdown changed to level 1; 7, lockdown changed to level 3 advanced
(re-banning of alcohol and an extension of curfew); 8, lockdown relaxed to allow sale of alcohol 4
days/week and reduce curfew; 9, lockdown relaxed to allow sale of alcohol except during curfew
and reduce curfew to 0:00–4:00; 10, lockdown changed to level 3 advanced (limiting alcohol and
extending curfew); 11, lockdown changed to level 4, with re-banning of alcohol, curfew 21:00–4:00;
12, unrest in KwaZulu-Natal and Gauteng; 13, lockdown changed to level 3 advanced (alcohol 4
days/week, curfew 22:00–4:00); 14, lockdown changed to level 2 advanced (alcohol 5 days/week,
curfew 23:00–4:00); 15, lockdown changed to level 1 advanced (no serving alcohol after 23:00,
curfew 0:00–4:00, large gatherings allowed); 16, lockdown level 1 advanced (removed limits on
alcohol and curfew, allowed larger gatherings); 17, lockdown level 1 advanced (allowed full school
attendance, reduced isolation and quarantine requirements).

Figure 1:

Number of excess natural deaths and reported COVID-19
deaths (cumulative to 30 January 2022) and ratio and
correlation by wave and province in South Africa
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Who, where and when?

From this we see that reported COVID-19 deaths account for around
one third of the excess natural deaths, and possibly less than this in the
fourth wave, although much of this difference is probably due to delays
in the official reporting of deaths. Further, the percentage of excess
deaths that are recorded as COVID-19 deaths is highest in the Western
Cape (69%) and next, by some distance, in the Free State (44%). Most of
the other provinces report percentages of excess deaths from COVID-19
of between 25% and 35%, while reporting of deaths in Limpopo and
Mpumalanga is particularly poor. In addition, the correlation of the timing
of the deaths is very high (R2>90%) for the country as a whole and for
five of the provinces, moderately high for the Eastern Cape and Free State
(at 80–89%), but low for Mpumalanga and particularly for the Northern
Cape. Finally, the ratio of reported COVID-19 deaths to excess deaths
during the first three waves was similar to the national (31–38%) but
much lower in the fourth wave 4 (24%). Similarly, temporal correlation
was high during the first three waves (94–98%) but much lower in the
fourth wave (63%).

The COVID-19 pandemic has affected provinces differently, both in
regard to timing and to the impact on mortality. This difference is clearly
demonstrated in Figure 3, which shows the p-score by epi-week for each
province. The differential impact of each of the four waves is evident,
with the extra mortality arising during the fourth wave being the mildest.

Table 2 shows the cumulative (until the end of January 2022) excess
death rates per 100 000 population. In addition, it shows annualised
excess death rates to afford comparison of waves with differing durations
and for each calendar year. Finally, age-standardised excess death rates
per 100 000 population for the provinces are included to allow for the
effect of some provinces having older populations than other provinces.
Table 2:

Figure 3:

Age-standardised cumulative excess death rate (per 100 000
population) and annualised excess death rate (per 100 000
population) by wave and year for provinces of South Africa.
(Wave 4 data is through to 30 January 2022. While the extra
mortality in that week was rather low, there are almost certainly
additional deaths that have occurred since that date that would
be attributed to that wave.)

Region

South Africa

Cumulative
rate

From Figure 4, which shows the p-score by epi-week by age group, the
consistent impact of the pandemic is apparent for the age groups 40
years and above. The impact is particularly marked for age groups 60
years and above. Fluctuations in younger age groups are more erratic
and in the case of children 0–4 years, it is clear that during much of
2020, deaths were averted. In 2021, the numbers of deaths of children
0–4 years have tended to be higher than expected but generally have not
breached the upper prediction bound for this age group (exceeded the
upper prediction bound in only 4 weeks out of 52).

Annualised rate
Wave 1 Wave 2 Wave 3 Wave 4 2020 2021

497

183

389

318

179

218

342

Eastern Cape

621

362

502

237

389

299

294

Free State

570

304

388

411

208

150

404

Gauteng

410

210

249

346

79

111

299

KwaZulu-Natal

610

233

651

300

253

178

416

Limpopo

467

100

440

353

222

419

384

Mpumalanga

509

132

467

396

183

444

410

Northern Cape

671

212

361

602

330

114

535

North West

422

117

322

395

124

63

352

Western Cape

379

154

272

249

154

130

237

P-score of excess deaths in South Africa by week and province,
29 December 2019 – 5 February 2022.

Province

Figure 4:

These results show that, standardised by size and age distribution of the
population, the cumulative excess death rate is lowest for the Western
Cape, followed by Gauteng, and highest for the Northern Cape, Eastern
Cape and then KwaZulu-Natal. In terms of waves, the second wave had
the highest annualised excess death rate, followed by the third wave.
The excess death rate in 2021 was significantly higher than that in 2020,
particularly for the North West and Northern Cape. The fourth wave was
of a similar magnitude to the first wave. Finally, annualised rates were
particularly high in the Northern Cape’s third wave, KwaZulu-Natal’s
second wave, and, to a lesser extent, the Eastern Cape’s second wave.
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P-score of excess deaths in South Africa by week and age
group, 29 December 2019 – 5 February 2022.

Figure 5 shows age-specific annualised excess death rates per 1000
population (a) for the four waves (male and female individuals combined)
and (b) for male and female individuals over all four waves combined.
From Figure 5a, we see that rates were highest for the second wave
and lowest for the first and fourth waves (which are very similar) with
the third wave being in between (slightly higher than the first and fourth
waves). From Figure 5b, we see the distinct age pattern for COVID-19
mortality, with a rapid increase in mortality rates with age for both sexes.
Although the rates are higher for male than for female individuals aged
60 years and above, they are, in fact, lower at most age groups under
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60 years, with the male rate for all ages combined being about 75% of
that of the rate for females of all ages (consistent with the ratio found
for 20208) because there are many more female than male individuals
of older ages.

Figure 5:

wave was much higher than mortality in the third wave, which was
higher than in either the first or the fourth waves. The analysis and
explanation of these dynamics is a matter for further research, but no
doubt reflects a combination of virulence and severity of the variant, the
level of natural immunity arising from past infection, as well as (certainly
in the fourth wave) the role of mass vaccination against SARS-CoV-2.
Third, despite considerable provincial variations, the timing of various
interventions escalating the disaster lockdown levels under the national
regulations was applied almost exclusively at a national level (the only
exception being the imposition of restrictions in certain districts towards
the beginning of the second wave), and were largely ill-timed relative to
the timing of the excess deaths. National restrictions on the sale and/or
on-site consumption of alcohol had a considerable impact on unnatural
deaths, but little if any impact on deaths due to natural causes. However,
the period of ‘hard lockdown’ from March to May 2020 did have a
marked effect on natural deaths, particularly among young children.
Between 25 March 2020 and 17 August 2020, a tobacco sales ban was
implemented in South Africa as part of the COVID-19 lockdown, based
on concerns about increased transmission and severity of COVID-19
infection and disease. Although it was not clear at the time, there is
strong evidence that the risk of severe illness and mortality due to
COVID-19 is significantly higher for ever-smokers compared with neversmokers21,22 but evidence for increased risk of COVID-19 infection
in smokers is unconvincing22. While tobacco endgame-strategies
ultimately include a tobacco sales ban, demand-side preconditions
are required for this to be successful (namely, low smoking prevalence
<10% and smoking cessation support).23 Filby et al.24 argue that South
Africa did not meet these preconditions at the time of introducing the
smoking ban. Whilst 9% of pre-lockdown smokers reported quitting due
to the ban, 93% of continuing smokers purchased cigarettes through
informal channels despite the ban. Given the differences in the timing of
the surges experienced in the provinces, there is a need for provinces
to have scope to implement interventions based on the situation in their
particular province.

Age-specific annualised excess death rates (per 1000
population) by (a) wave and (b) sex in South Africa. (Excess
deaths from 3 May 2020 – 29 January 2022.)

Fourth, the observation that male excess mortality has been consistently
greater than female mortality at the older ages (60+ years) has been
documented in South Africa8 and elsewhere25, but it appears that female
excess mortality may be higher in some age groups below age 50 and
the reasons for this requires further research. The ability to fully and
completely identify known comorbidities among decedents, and to
associate these with differential prevalence of these comorbidities by
sex, may shed light on this matter.

Discussion
Assuming that a large proportion of the excess deaths in each province
are due to COVID-19, the results presented here (particularly, the high
correlation between, and ratios of, the reported number of COVID-19
deaths and excess death for each province) show that the official
reporting of COVID-19 deaths varies dramatically between provinces.
While the pattern of officially reported COVID-19 deaths in the Western
Cape – in particular – has closely mirrored that of the excess deaths, in
absolute terms, the discrepancy between the totals is still substantial. In
other provinces – particularly Limpopo and Mpumalanga – it is evident
that provincial data systems have not been able to identify a very high
proportion of deaths that were almost certainly due to COVID-19. Further,
it appears that the quality of official reporting of COVID-19 deaths may
be worsening over time.

Fifth, we caution that the full impact of the pandemic on excess mortality
may take many years to be completely revealed. ‘Long COVID’ may
contribute to mortality for some time, and the collateral deaths (in terms
of missed diagnoses or treatment, for example) arising from lockdowns
and the overburdening of the health system during the various waves
remain unknown, making it important to continue monitoring its impact.26
Finally, while this paper offers detailed insight into the burden of mortality
in South Africa arising during the COVID pandemic, there is almost no
data from other African, developing, or low-to-middle-income countries
against which to compare our results. Officially reported deaths from the
disease in these settings are known to be extensively under-reported,
and South Africa is but one of very few countries with the data and
skills available to track excess mortality in near-to-real time. While we
are unable to ascertain with certainty the proportion of excess deaths
attributable to COVID-19 from the South African death data, the level
of excess mortality strongly challenges the argument that Africa is
somehow less affected by the pandemic than other regions of the world.
Using data from Our World in Data (https://ourworldindata.org/), which
uses our estimate of excess deaths from all causes (which is lower
than excess deaths due to natural causes), South Africa has higher
excess deaths per 100 000 population than Brazil, the UK, and the USA.
Yet, given the comparatively youthful age profile of the South African
population relative to these three countries, adjusting for age would
make the comparison even more marked.

This speaks to the importance of complete and timely official data
systems, at both national and provincial levels, and offers some insight
into the potential burden of COVID-19 deaths in countries with very
limited or non-existent health data systems. It is not beyond the realm of
possibility that many other countries in sub-Saharan Africa might have
experienced the same health data system challenges that are so evident
in some South African provinces.
The results here provide further insight into the timing, duration, and
spread of different waves of infection in different provinces. Some of
these differences are attributable to the geographic spread of infections,
but these are then amplified (and perhaps confounded) by the differences
in population age distribution and density, patterns of social mixing, and
provincial differences in the prevalence of known comorbidities such as
diabetes, hypertension, and obesity.20
Second, there are differences in the levels of excess mortality associated
with each wave. Based on our results, mortality in the second (Beta)
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These results suggest that, in one of the few African countries capable
of marshalling national death data, the impact of the pandemic measured
through all-cause excess deaths has been anything but mild. However,
South Africa is not a bellwether for Africa: its population is somewhat
older than that of most African countries and has higher prevalence
of co-morbidities, being relatively wealthier than most other African
countries. In addition, South Africa has a very high HIV burden.
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Study limitations
The counterfactual is based on data for the period 2014–2019, assuming
that the trends in historical mortality rates and population numbers
persist, and does not take into account other perturbations in the
numbers of deaths. In addition, there is considerable uncertainty around
what proportion of the excess deaths was due to COVID-19 (directly or
indirectly) and the true range of uncertainty about the estimate of excess
deaths.

Conclusion
This research raises important questions about the ability of most lowincome and possibly some middle-income countries, particularly those
in sub-Saharan Africa, to generate appropriate, accurate, timely, and
reliable data to inform national responses to novel pandemics of the
size and scale of COVID-19. That we know so much about the South
African experience during the COVID-19 pandemic is because the
country has a National Population Register, which is updated with fact
of death data from a fairly complete civil registration and vital statistics
(CRVS) system.
Tracking excess deaths from natural causes has revealed substantial and
concerning discrepancies in the quality and utility of the country’s disease
surveillance data at a provincial level. Despite major data challenges, the
near-real time system has provided strong and more reliable information
about the true impact of COVID-19 on the South African population.
However, there is little room for complacency. The time it takes to
report on the causes of death currently suggests that the CRVS needs
urgent re-engineering, including electronic death registration. Local-level
surveillance in the Western Cape has demonstrated that with further
training of medical personnel involved in the certification of death and
with appropriate political and bureaucratic will, the quality and utility of
these data can be improved immensely.27
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Finally, the maintenance and enhancement of the only near-real time
mortality surveillance system cannot be allowed to be deprioritised as
the pandemic dissipates. The after-effects of COVID-19 are likely to
affect population health for many years to come, and a near-real time
mortality surveillance system should ideally be augmented, refined, and
further developed in conjunction with CRVS to provide near-real time
cause of death data to inform policy response to other communicable
diseases, and in time to add to the evidence base about the burden of
disease in South Africa.
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